
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flush Mount Side Marker Kit #EL-SMK
Kit Includes: 

 2 - Red Waterproof 3 LED Buckets  
 2 - Amber Waterproof 3 LED Buckets 
 4 - -in flush installation  
 Hardware Pack NOTE:  This is a build-in kit requiring body working skills and is intended for vehicles that are under construction or modification. 

Thank you for buying a StreetWorks product. Be confident that it will provide the quality and performance that you demand for your car. Please read and understand all installation instructions before beginning. Planning and preparation will make the actual installation process easy and quick. 
NOTE:  Since state and local laws vary regarding lens size, brightness and placement.  It is your responsibility to assure that the lights you use are 
acceptable in your state and locale. 
1.  Determine the location for the units.  
surface in the area where the lenses are to be installed so as to accommodate a straighter surface.  Do not expect or attempt to bend the acrylic lenses  
they will break.  Do not mount the units too low or they may be hard to see.  Remember that LED lights are very directional and must set horizontally as the 
vehicle sits level.  Plan as you build so that any spacers or modifications to the sheet metal/fiberglass are done to achieve these end results.  See included 
diagram. 
2.  Layout the lens holes.  We recommend that you first have available (or make) a .250 wide block to use as a test gauge for the holes.  DO NOT use the 
acrylic lens as a test gauge nor try to force the lens into place!  Carefully layout and then drill/cut the opening for the lenses.  We recommend that you be 
conservative and hand work the holes up to the correct size.  It is not a life-and-death critical that the hole size not get too large, it can be fixed later but the 
closer the size and the more carefully you do the holes the first time, the better the overall job will be.  Properly sized, the lens will cleanly go into the hole 
with no friction.  Remember that there will be a small amount of paint buildup on the edge before final installation. 
3.  Prepare for LED Housing attachment.  We have included screws for use as studs for attaching the LED buckets.  These should be welded, fiber 
glassed or epoxied into the body  BE SURE that they are absolutely secure.  To best determine the stud location, temporarily tape a lens into the hole and 

-
cases you may tape the lens FROM THE OUTSIDE IN to do the marking so that it will be easi
properly horizontal for best viewing, the studs will also be very close to horizontal. Double check all fit and alignment before proceeding. 
4.  Body Work.  The entire area around and including the lens hole should be worked to the exact contour you want for the finished surface.  This will reduce 
the amount of work needed after the lens is installed. 
5.  Lens Installation.  With steps 2, 3 and 4 above completed, shoot color paint in the edge of the hole and immediately around the hole.  After the paint is 
dry, permanently epoxy the lenses into place.  Be very careful not to use too much or to get the epoxy in the way of subsequent housing installation or where 
it will show in the finished job.  (IMPORTANT TIP:  You WANT To have final color on the surface immediately around the acrylic lens AT ALL TIMES to 
prevent sanding through to reveal filler or primer.  You want the last sanding of the lens to leave the lens surface perfectly flush with color paint.)  Do the 

 carefully block sanding so as not to work the acrylic lower than the surrounding surface.  When 
wet sand back smooth.  Repeat and again wet sand back smooth to reveal the entire lens.  Use the color paint 

as your filler.  Finally, clear coat over the paint, lenses and all then finish sand/polish as you normally would for the clear coat.  (You may mask off the lenses 
before painting if you prefer.)  Repeated clear coats may be needed to buildup and smooth the area.



EL-SMK Flush Mount Side Marker Kit instructions  continued 
6.  The LED Housings.  are aluminum and should be primed/painted before use to prevent corrosion.  Install the LED and housing using the hardware provided.  

A small amount of RTV or silicone caulk may be desirable around the installed housing to assure a watertight seal. 
7.  Wire per the diagram below.  Then reconnect power and check the light function. 

GROUND 

Black LED lights should be 
horizontal. 

May require a spacer or washers. 

Red:  Connect to your park light feed. 


